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by whom?
"Cory is an established dimwit." <http://www.metafilter.com/mefi/44694>

August 30, 2005

**The Gospel of Slavery: A Primer of Freedom.** An 1864 antislavery treatise, uploaded to flickr.com. (Cory Doctorow at Boingboing says, "When I see stuff like this, I sometimes get a thrill to my toes as I realize that practically every document of this vintage will soon be on the web and only a quick search away.")
posted by **Guy Smiley** at 9:49 PM PST (16 comments total)

---

Cory Doctorow at Boingboing says, "When I see stuff like this, I sometimes get a thrill to my toes as I realize that practically every document of this vintage will soon be on the web and only a quick search away."

Great link, but **Cory is an established dimwit**, despite his undeserved good name in the hipster tech community. This material hardly meets any accepted accessibility guidelines — so much for the blind! — let alone its absence from any web search results, since no common search engine uses OCR as a matter of course. Flickr/Yahoo is hardly a substitute for the archival work being done by professional librarians.
posted by **Rothko** at 9:58 PM PST on August 30

This is a great link!
September 19, 2005

and that networks led by former Saddam associates like al-Ahmed and al-Dun still provide money and logistical help.

The Bush Administration’s fixation on finding weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in 2003 diverted precious intelligence resources that could have helped thwart the fledgling insurgency.

From the beginning of the insurgency, U.S. military officers have tried to contact and negotiate with rebel leaders, including, as a senior Iraq expert puts it, “some of the people with blood on their hands.”

The frequent replacement of U.S. military and administrative teams in Baghdad has made it difficult to develop a counterinsurgency strategy.

The accumulation of blunders has led a Pentagon guerrilla-warfare expert to conclude, “We are repeating every mistake we made in Vietnam.”

Source: ProgressNow.org
Categories: Colorado Commentary

11:30
Unbossed Site of the Week

The Gospel of Slavery: A Primer of Freedom was recently scanned and posted at Flickr.

The series of engraved illustrations and rhyme were originally published in 1864 by Abel C. Thomas, a Universalist minister and author active in Philadelphia. He published several works of juvenile literature together with his theological writings and religious disputations.

Categories: slavery

Source: unbossed.com
Categories: Colorado Commentary

00:00 Paccione in the news

Check out Stygius post showing Paccione in the news after her announcement yesterday.

Also check out Stygius’ words of advice for the folks who’ve dedicated the next 14 months dedicated to defating Musgrave.

Source: SoapBox Colorado
Categories: Colorado Commentary

00:00 Salazar Starts Fight Against Bush Park Plans